Relax in Our Leisure Time
Planning is an important thing that needs to be done before the coming
vacation to me. I really don’t like to think lots of things in my free time. This is
because if you have done a wonderful plan before, you can relax your mind fully and
enjoy your free time. Although planning for leisure time has many advantages, not
making plans still have benefits to others. Some people like to a flexible vacation, and
do what he wants to do at that time according to his emotions or the weather. For
example, go to a theater to see an exciting movie or just stay at home in reading a
book. But I prefer to make a completed plan before doing something in my free time.
From the picture, the man sat comfortably on tree trunk. It was a good activity
to deep your mind and release pressure of work. Not only does the activity help for
mind, but good for your body. Sitting on tree trunk as well as looking a distant view
can let your eyes take a rest. Making step of life slowly and appreciating a variety of
fun in life are also an essential part when we try our best to work or learn.
I have a three-day vacation on the first weekend in September. I went to an
eastern island called Green Island with my family. The island were much prettier than
I have imagined, small but beautiful. And this was my first time to go diving that is a
special experience to me. I saw lots of fishes swimming around me when I fed them
some breadcrumbs. I also heard the sounds of everything which is different from
land, including flowing sea. At night, my family and I went to a place which has hot
spring. The hot spring is near the sea, so we can hear sounds of sea wave hitting
rocks. We dipped into hot spring and looked up the sky, finding billions of stars
twinkling in the sky. It was so beautiful and made me feel smooth and peace. I
chated with my family and told them my plan in the future. What a wonderful trip!

